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Abstract: This paper uses propensity score matching techniques to investigate the effects of public 
subsidies on firms' credit rationing. My results suggest that public subsidies reduce the probability 
of a firm being credit rationing. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Public support to firms has been a traditional and important industrial policy measure in many 
countries for several decades. One of the reasons for public intervention is the existence of market 
failures or imperfections. Informational asymmetries between borrowers and lenders of funds in 
particular are used to justify subsidies to firms, especially small and medium-sized enterprises. 
Within this framework, the main purpose of public subsidies is offsetting market imperfections.  
Although there is a great deal of literature on the effect of  state aid in Italy, there is no agreement 
on its effectiveness. See Bagella and Becchetti (1998), Bronzini and De Blasio (2006) and Adorno, 
Bernini and Pellegrini (2007). These papers and many others focus on the effects on productivity, 
debt ratio, profitability and employment, but no empirical studies so far have analyzed the impact of 
public subsidies on credit rationing.  
This paper therefore makes a contribution to current empirical literature by examining the effects of 
public funding on credit rationing of small and medium-sized Italian firms.  
The basic idea of the paper is that public subsidies affect firms’ ability to obtain more funds. This is 
because incentive has a positive effect on investments, which, in turn, act negatively on credit 
rationing through collateralization.  
The problem of self-selection arises in this analysis, because in public financing programs, firms are 
selected on the basis of common characteristics. So subsidized firms and unsubsidized firms cannot 
be considered random draws. In order to overcome this problem, I use a Propensity Score Matching 
model.  
 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes methodological issues and presents the 
database, Section 3 summarises the main results, and the last Section concludes.  
 
2. Methodological issues  
 
I focus on propensity score matching model to investigate a causal link between public incentives 
and firms' rationing.  
Matching has become a popular approach to estimate casual treatment effects and empirical 
examples can be found in very different fields of study. Since they were introduced by Rosenbaum 
and Rubin (1983), propensity scores have been used in observational studies in many fields. 
Propensity score methods are relatively new to the economic literature; recent applications include 
Dehejia and Wahba (1999), Heckman, Ichimura, and Todd (1997), and Lechner (1999). 
In this section I focus on propensity score matching model (Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983)) to 
investigate a causal link between public incentives and firms' rationing. 
Matching methods, of which propensity score matching is an important subset, are attractive 
because focus attention on a specific causal effect of interest, and treat all variables other than the 
treatment variable as potentially confounding variables. In the matching approach, the influence of 
confounding variables is reduced by matching the potentially confounding covariates of the cases 
that experienced the treatment with cases that did not experience the treatment. However, the 
underlying identification requirement is that the program choice is independent of outcomes 
conditional on certain set of observables. 
This assumption would be violated if unobserved characteristics of the individual independently 
impacted the likelihood of receiving treatment. The most common strategy for dealing with this 
problem is the use of instrumental variables (IV) estimator. Indeed, instrumental variables estimator 
provides an alternative strategy for the estimation of causal effects. Instrumental variables approach 
involves identifying instruments that are related to treatment but not to outcomes other than through 
their effects on treatment. 
Imbens and Angrist (1994), however, have shown that the IV estimator for the treatment effect 
applies only under the unrealistic case where the treatment effect is constant within the population. 
In the more general case when responses to treatment vary among persons with the same 
characteristics, the method of instrumental variables breaks down without special assumptions. 
Heckman (1997) shows that if responses to treatment vary, and if we are interested in estimating the 
mean effect of treatment on the treated, any valid application of the method of instrumental 
variables for estimating the treatment effects requires a behavioral assumption about how persons 
make their decisions about program participation. 
Under a set of additional assumptions the IV estimator estimates the average effect of treatment for 
the subsample (LATE) of the population that is induced by a specific change in the value of the IV 
to select themselves into treatment. These assumptions introduce new sources of uncertainty. 
Furthermore, the LATE estimator relies for its consistency on the assumptions that the assignment 
to treatment mechanism is ignorable. So, instrumental variables estimation can eliminate 
endogeneity bias under a set of assumptions that themselves are rather strong and impractical to 
verify in most real research setting. 
Moreover, Ichimura and Taber (2001) show that conditions justifying instrumental variables 
methods justify the matching method as a special case. With this in mind, in this paper I use 
propensity score method for its explanatory power and because it allows to appreciate immediately 
the equivalence of treatment and control groups and to perform simple matched pair analyses which 
adjust for confounding variables. 
The propensity score is the probability for an individual of participating in a treatment given his 
observed covariates X . In this methodology treatment assignment and potential outcome are 
independent on propensity score. 
In a sample of size N , for each individual i  in the sample, for Ni 1...= , let iD  indicate whether 
the treatment was received, with 1=iD  if individual i  receives the treatment, and 0=iD  if 
individual i  does not receive the treatment. Let (1))(0),( ii YY  denote the two potential outcomes, 
(0)iY  is the outcome of individual i  when it is not exposed to the treatment and (1)iY  is the 
outcome of individual i  when it is exposed to the treatment. If both (1)iY  and (0)iY  were 
observable, then the effect of the treatment on i  would be (0)(1) ii YY − . 
However, only one of the two potential outcomes is observed for each individual and the other is 
unobserved or missing. 
The causal effect θ  that results from receiving the treatment is:  
 
 1]=|(0)[1]=|(1)[=1]=|(0)(1)[= DYEDYEDYYE −−θ  (1) 
 
where (0,1)=D  is the indicator of exposure to the treatment. However, the counterfactual mean for 
those being treated, 1]=|(0)[ DYE , is not observable and in non-experimental studies it cannot be 
calculated as the arithmetic mean of non-treated units since:  
 
 0]=|(0)[1]=|(0)[ DYEDYE ≠  (2) 
 
Taking the mean outcome of non-treated individuals is not advisable since treated and non-treated 
individuals differ also in the absence of treatment. In non-experimental studies identifying 
assumptions need to be made to solve this problem. 
Rubin (1977) introduces the Conditional Independence Assumption (CIA). The CIA means that 
participation and potential outcome are independent for individuals with the same set of exogenous 
characteristics )=( ixX :  
 
 XDYY |(1))(0),( ⊥  (3) 
 
If CIA holds, ]=0,=|(0)[ ixXDYE  can be used as a measure of potential outcome. CIA, however, 
is only valid if all variables that influence treatment assignment and potential outcomes are 
observed simultaneously. This is a strong assumption that also requires a large number of 
exogenous characteristics. 
Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983) suggest using “balancing scores” to reduce the vector of exogenous 
variables into a single scalar measure. They show that if potential outcomes are independent of 
treatment conditional on X , they are also independent of treatment conditional on a balancing 
score )(Xb . The propensity score )(=)|1=( XpXDp  is one possible balancing score. Rosenbaum 
and Rubin proposed propensity score matching as a method of reducing the bias in the estimation of 
treatment effects with observational data sets. For each individual, other individuals whose 
characteristics are similar to those being treated, but who were not exposed to the treatment, are 
used to calculate the counterfactual. The propensity score is used to select from the control group 
the most comparable counterpart. This corrects for selection bias that stems from differences 
between the two groups. 
The propensity score satisfies two important properties that reduce bias in the estimation procedure:   
    • Balancing property: )(| XpXD ⊥ ; ensures that, given the propensity score, the treatment and 
the observables are independent;  
    • Unconfoundedness property: if XDYY |(0))(1),( ⊥  then )(|(0))(1),( XpDYY ⊥ ; ensures that, 
given the propensity score, the treatment and potential outcomes are independent.  
The difficulty with matching estimators lies in determining when matches for treated and non-
treated individuals are close enough. 
The methodology I use was developed by Becker and Ichino (2002). The method is based on the 
computation of the propensity score using a standard probit or logit model. Using the predicted 
propensity score for each individual, the sample is divided into equally-spaced intervals of the 
propensity score. Within each block, the mean propensity scores for treated and non-treated 
individuals are compared and tested to see if they are identical. If they are not, the interval is split in 
half. Once equality of propensity score has been achieved, characteristics of individuals within 
blocks are compared to see if they are identical on average. If this balance is achieved within 
blocks, the average effect of treatment on treated (ATT) is calculated. 
In calculating the ATT, various methods have been proposed to overcome the problem that the 
probability of observing two individuals with exactly the same value of the propensity score is in 
principle zero since )(Xp  is a continuous variable. In this paper I use the Nearest Neighbor 
Matching method. 
In the Nearest Neighbor Matching estimator, the individual from the comparison group is chosen as 
a matching partner for a treated individual that is closest in terms of propensity score. It uses a 
single match and hence ensures the smallest propensity-score distance between the two units. 
Becker and Ichino (2002) underline that in the Nearest Neighbor method, all treated units find a 
match. However, it is obvious that some of these matches are fairly poor, because for some treated 
units the Nearest Neighbor may have a very different propensity score and nevertheless still 
contribute to the estimation of the treatment effect. 
 
The data used in this paper come from the Survey of Manufacturing Firms carried out by Area Studi 
of Capitalia Bank. I use two samples, one for the period 1995-1997, and one for the period 1998-
2000. Data are available until 2006 but I did not use this survey because it would reduce 
significantly the number of observations. Indeed, many firms which are in the period 1995-2000 are 
missing in the following period. 
 
The samples were stratified according to size, industry, and location and thus constitute a 
statistically significant representation of Italian manufacturing industry. 
The database contains microdata at firm level for Italian enterprises and contains balance sheet 
information as well as information about direct public financial subsidies and credit rationing. In 
this section I refer to a panel which comprises the subsample of firms that are always present during 
the time window. In order to identify the firms having received public aids I use the information 
from the survey covering 1995-1997. Indeed this information is given at the end of the period and is 
referred to the previous three years. In this way, using data on credit rationing from the survey years 
1998-2000, I can observe the effect of receiving public incentives in the second period.  
I assume that a firm is credit rationed if it answers ‘Yes’ to two of these three questions on access to 
credit:  
(i) Whether at the current market interest rate they wish a larger amount of credit; (ii) Whether they 
would be willing to accept a small increase in the interest rate charged in order to obtain more 
credit; (iii) Whether they have applied for credit but have been turned down by the financial 
intermediary. 
 
I define outcome iY  for firm i  from a sample of Ni 1....=  firms. I assume that iY  is binary and 
represents whether or not a firm is rationed. The observed covariates X which are used in this 
analysis are the share of fixed assets on total assets as a proxy for asset collateral value (Johnson, 
1997). In fact, tangibility eases the availability of debt and improves the terms on which debt is 
available. The collateral value of fixed assets depends directly on the liquidation value, so it is 
possible to use this measure as a proxy for project liquidation values. Because leverage is positively 
associated with liquidation value (Harris and Raviv 1990), liquidation value is negatively linked 
with credit rationing; the share of long term financial assets on total assets; the ratio between short 
term financial assets and total assets; the ratio of gross operating surplus on total sales as a 
measure of profitability; the productivity is measured by the ratio of sales per worker; and the total 
bank debt of the firm divided by total liabilities. There are also a dummy variable that represents the 
firm size.  
 
D  represents subsidies to firms; 1=D  if the firm receives subsidy, 0=D  otherwise. The problem 
of missing data arises because for each individual only one outcome is observed, that the firm is 
subsidized or not, but never both. The decision of a firm to apply for public assistance as well as the 
selection mechanisms generate a group of firms with special characteristics. In fact firms' 
characteristics influence the probability of receiving subsidies. A comparison between firms using 
the initial data set would therefore lead to biased results due to the difference between both groups. 
In my panel some covariates have missing data. To estimate propensity scores I use a complete-data 
analysis which uses only observations where all variables are observed. 
The hypothesis is that missing values are missing completely at random (MCAR), in other words 
missing values are randomly distributed throughout the panel. If the missing values are MCAR, 
then the listwise deletion will give unbiased estimates. The only disadvantage is a reduction in 
statistical power, but this is not a problem if the sample is sufficiently large. 
I use the propensity score matching approach to investigate the effects of public subsidies on firms' 
credit rationing. Credit rationing can thus be thought of as a proxy of a firm's performances, in the 
same way as firm's productivity and profitability. 
 
3. Results 
 
In this Section I present the main results of the analysis. They show that direct subsidies 
significantly lower the level of firms’ rationing. This confirms the interpretation of some literature 
which considers public intervention as an opportunity to correct market failures. 
I estimate the propensity score using the procedure developed by Becker and Ichino (2002). In the 
first step, the procedure identifies the optimal number of blocks that ensures that the mean 
propensity score is not different for treated units and controls in each blocks. In my case the final 
number of blocks is 9. 
In the second step, the balancing property of the propensity score is tested and is satisfied in my 
analysis. 
I impose the common support condition, which implies that the test is performed only on the 
observations whose propensity score lies in the intersection of the supports of the propensity score 
of treated and controls, to improve the quality of the matches used to estimate the ATT. To estimate 
ATT, I use the Nearest Neighbor Matching method. 
As the Table below shows, the Nearest Neighbor method shows that the effect of public subsidies 
on the ATT is always negative and significantly different from zero. This means that subsidized 
firms are less credit rationed than non-subsidized firms. 
More specifically, the likelihood of being rationed is reduced by 2.6 percentage points. 
 
 
 
Table 1: ATT Estimates 
 Nearest Neighbor 
Estimate (ATT) 
t-value 
-0.026 
-1.945 
n. treated 
n.controls 
504 
291 
 
 4. Conclusions 
 
I analyze the effects of public incentives on credit rationing. I use the propensity score method to 
avoid self-selection problems and I find that public subsidies reduce the probability of a firm being 
credit rationing.  
Is possible to interpret these findings in different ways. On the one hand, public subsidies increase 
the amount of fixed investments and allow firms to have more collateral to offer to the banks. 
Public subsidies in fact change the firm's capital structure. Bagella and Becchetti (1998) partially 
confirm this hypothesis; they find that in the short run, subsidies cause a higher level of 
indebtedness. Moreover, the public screening process can be considered by the banks as a 
preliminary selection process of firms. Firms that receive subsidies have safer investment projects.  
Third, because investment in machinery and equipment has a positive effect on productivity, as 
shown by De Long and Summers (1991), investment subsidies may increase firms' productivity in 
the short run, diminishing the credit rationing of firms. 
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